Analysis of crossing-over in a family with translocation 9;10 involving a chromosome 9 with a pericentric inversion.
The presence of two markers on chromosome 9, both a balanced reciprocal translocation and an inversion, allows morphologic demonstration of recombination between the normal and rearranged homologues. In the family under discussion 50% of the progeny studied (two of four) received a translocated 9 without the inversion from a parent with a translocated and inverted 9, indicating crossing-over between members of the chromosome 9 pair. Thus the morphology of the chromosomes allows a recombinant event which is normally invisible to be seen cytologically. Theoretically after crossing-over the balanced reciprocal translocation heterozygote results from adjacent-1 segregation and unbalanced derivative chromosome combinations from alternate segregation. Therefore it cannot be assumed that the balanced progeny necessarily result from alternate segregation and the unbalanced from adjacent-1. The prenatal diagnostic studies presented in this report also show that chromosome analysis of other family members is required when the recombination between homologues produces differences in chromosome morphology between parent and fetus.